Authors create an ORKG comparison and associate it to the conference. Select “anonymize” option for double-blind review process.

Authors create a description of their own submission (again use “anonymize” option for double-blind reviews) and include it in this comparison.

Option 1: Public
Comparison is listed in ORKG

Option 2: Private
Accessible only via direct link. Can be published later. Preferred for double-blind review

Authors provide link in submission form

Review process

Paper accepted
List of accepted papers is forwarded to ORKG team. No further action required by authors

Comparison is made public. Authors’ names are associated with previously anonymous comparisons. Metadata and DOIs are added to description of submitted paper. Conference is associated with comparison

Paper rejected
Authors receive e-mail asking what they would like to do with their contribution

Keep public or make public (done by author)
Keep unlisted for revision or resubmission (nothing to do, default option)
Delete description of submitted paper (stated by author via mail, done by ORKG team)